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Description:
RETARDOIS is a liquid additive of setting-timfor mortars and concretes.

TechnicalFeatures:
Colour/s: Colourless.
Density: 1,05 Kg/L. (+-) 0,05 at 20ºC
Viscosity: 11 ± 1 sec to 20ºC. Ford coat: 4mm.
Solid content: 25% aprox.
PH: 7 aprox.

Coverage:
From 0,125 to 0,400 l per cement sack.

Uses:
RETARDOIS is suitable for delaying the setting-time, with hot weather, when a big quantity of 
concrete to place is required, when it requires to avoid the concreting joints, when it transported 
over long distances, with bad conditions for placing, when it is requires to increase the 
workability-time, etc.

Features & benefits:
CONTROLLED DELAY OF SETTING-TIME WITHOUT LOSSES AND RESISTANCES



Surface preparation:
It is no necessary.

Application:
-Shake the content of the package in order to homogenize it before using.
-RETARDOIS must be added to water but in a proportion less than 1,5% in cement weight used 
(maximum dose must be 0,40 litres per cement sack). It is recommended a previous test in order 
to achieve the setting-time delay required.

Clean up:
With plenty of water.

Storage:
In their original packages, tightly closed, in a dry and cool place for 3 years.

Packaging:
Available in packs of: 

The information provided on this technical data sheet and particularly the recommendations for the application and use of the 
product is based on our current knowledge and are provided in good faith, considering that the products are used, handled and 
stored under normal conditions and within the limits of it's useful life. The possible differences between the materials, 
supports, and real conditions in the application site can be so important that it is no possible to establish a warranty with this 
document or any other information provided. The user must verify with a suitability test that the product conforms to the 



required use. Users should refer to the information included in the last technical data sheet edition. 
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